
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1.High-pressure atomizing nozzle
American brand original nozzle, removable for cleaning

2.display screen
① Support display content Chinese/English switching
② set sprays volume The spraying ink volume is adjustable from 
    10ml-100ml, and the spraying volume can be flexibly set according 
    to the characteristics of different fabrics. The light-colored T-shirt is 
    set to 40ml, and the dark-colored T-shirt  is set to 45ml, which is the best 
    solution (factory setting solution)
③ The nozzle cleaning function effectively avoids the nozzle clogging after the 
     work is over, and the color mixing caused by the residual pretreatment liquid 
     of different colors
④ Record the spraying time of each T-shirt and the number of sprayed T-shirts, 
     so that you can clearly manage your work efficiency (click to clear)
⑤ Dark and light pretreatment liquid can be switched at will, and the color of the 
     treatment liquid currently set to be sprayed will be displayed to let you know 
     your choice

3.Built-in liquid bottle
Pretreatment liquid bottle： 2*5000ml 
cleaning liquid bottle：  1*1000ml 

4.Pretreatment liquid color switching valve
Simple control and clear goals

5.Spray area regulating valve
Save liquid, the maximum spraying range 50cm adjustable

6.Waste discharge pipe
Release waste liquid to avoid corrosion

7.Extension catheter
Save the time of transferring liquid to the built-in bottle



DTG pretreatment machine

Why choose DTG pretreatment machine

DIRECT-TO-TEXTILE

NUMBER OF SPRAY NOZZLE

NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY

NOZZLE BRAND

NOZZLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

CONTROL FIRMWARE SYSTEM

SPRAY SPEED

SPRAY PATH WIDTH

SPRAY PATH LENGTH

STANDARD PLATEN SIZE

SPRAY PATH MOTION

SPRAY FLOW

LIQUID CHANNEL

LIQUID CONVERT

LIQUID TANK CAPACITY

ELECTRICAL RE QUIREMENTS

TRANSMISSION TYPE

NET WEIGHT

PACKING WEIGHT

MACHINE SIZE

PACKING SIZE

yes

1pcs

High pressure atomization spay technology

The United States imported nozzle

Automatic flow drop control

PLC programming system

Light color :5 seconds/1 T-shirt, 40ml; Dark 6 
seconds/1 T-shirt 45ml (520mm x 420mm size)

40cm

Adjustable up to 50mm

520mm x 420mm

Bi-Direction

10ml~ 100ml Adjustable

3 Types (dark T-shirt pretreatment, light 
T-shirt pretreatment, cleaning fluid)

Automatic electromagnetic valve control

Pretreatment Liquid Tank:2000ml*2pcs
Cleaning liquid tank:1000ml*1pcs

220V/110V（50HZ/60HZ) 150W

Linear rail

59Kg

90Kg

905*580*750mm

955*625*880mm

An easy-to-use, safe and efficient pretreatment machine that is the key to achieving 
top-quality printing results.

The ideal automatic pre-treatment machine for any dtg printing businesses.

The automatic pre-treatment machine from an expert DTG printer manufacturer for 
consistency in repeated jobs and improved washability, while saving on liquids.

The operation is simple, all on a smart screen, just like using a mobile phone, it is 
easy to use.


